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Great books! We have been reading these to our first grader as bedtime chapter books for over a year now. She is currently reading in the middle/end of the 2nd world. I'm not sure she could read these on her own yet (I tend to think the length/complexity can be a little daunting), but she's been loving to
have us read them to her. Because it has taken a lot to search for me to find out exactly which books are in each set (at this point they are not all listed here individually), I thought I would try to save some other trouble: It looks (based on publishing dates) that Fairy Dust and Quest for the Egg (Disney
Fairies) start this series. It is NOT included in any of the box sets. I know that references to this book are mentioned in at least some of the books in the box sets. Tales From Pixie Hollow 4 copy Box Set:The Trouble with TinkVidia and the Fairy CrownBeck and the Great Berry BattleLily's Pesky Plant
Tales From Pixie Hollow 2 :Rani and the Mermaid LagoonFira and the Full MoonA Masterpiece for BessPrilla and the Butterfly LieDD Seems that Fairy Haven and the Quest for the Wand fits between box set #2 and box set #3, at least based on publication dates. I don't know if there are references to it in
the later books, or how it really fits in the series yet - I'll try to remember to update when we've read so far!). It is also not included in any of the sets, but is separate, just like _Fairy Dust and Quest for the Egg_ kicking things off. Tales From Pixie Hollow Collection #3 Box Set Box Set: Tink, North of
NeverlandBeck Beyond the SeaDulcie's Taste of MagicSilvermist and Ladybug CurseTales From Pixie Hollow Collection #4:Fawn and the Mysterious TricksterIridessa, Lost at SeaRosetta's Daring DayQueen Clarion's SecretComing 6/1/2010 - Another Gail Carson Levine addition: Fairies and the Quest
for Never Land (Disney Fairies) I'm willing to bet that there will be another box put out before too long (early 2011, maybe?) as there are other individual books being published now: Myka Finds Its Way (A Stepping Stone Book (TM)) (Jan 2010) Lily in Full Bloom (A Stepping Stone Book(TM)) (May 2010)
Vidia Meets Her Battle (Disney Chapters) (September 2010) Four Clues for Rani (Disney Fairies) (A Stepping Stone Book (TM)) (Jan 2011)Hope it saves some time and effort! Comments Del Random House published a Disney Fairies series of chapter books published under the banner Tales of Pixie
Hollow. Writing by Laura Driscoll Beck; Writing by Laura Driscoll Fairy Haven and Quest for The Wand by Gail Carson Levine Lily's Pesky Plant by Kirsten Larsen Rani in Mermaid Lagoon by Lisa Papedemetriou Fairies and Quest for Never Land by Gail Carson Levine Fira and Full Moon by Herman A
Masterpiece for Bess- by Lara Bergen Prilla and the Butterfly Lie- by Kitty Richards Tink, North of Never Land- by Kiki Thorpe Beck Beyond the Sea- by Kimberly Morris Dulcie's Taste of Magic- by Gail Herman Silvermist and Ladybug Curse- by Gail Herman Fawn and the mysterious Trickster by Laura
Driscoll Rosetta's Daring Day- by Lisa Papaderiometu Iridessa, Lost at Sea- by Lisa Papademetriou Queen Clarion's Secret- by Kimberly Morris Myka Finds Her Way- by Gail Herman Tinker Bell Takes Charge- by Eleanor Fremont (included in Tinker Bell: Two Pirate Tales, published separately by
HarperCollins) Lily in Full Bloom- by Laura Driscoll Rani and the Three Treasures- by Kimberly Morris (included in Rani: Two Friendship Takes, published separately by HarperCollins) Vidia Meets Her Match- by Kiki Thorpe Art Lessons for Bess- by Amy Vincent (included in Bess : Two Colourful Stories)
Four Clues for Rani- by Catherine Daly Trill - changes her tune- by Gail Herman Tink in a Fairy Fix by Kiki Thorpe Rosetta's Dress Mess- by Laura Driscoll The Trouble with TinkVidia and the Fairy CrownBeck and the Great Berry BattleFairy Haven and the Quest for the WandLily''s PeSky PlantRani in
Mermaid LagoonFairies and Quest for Never LandFira and Full MoonA Masterpiece at BessPrilla and the Butterfly LieTink, North of Never LandBeck Beyond the SeaDulcie's Taste of MagicSilvermist and the Ladybug CurseFawn and the Mysterious TricksterRosetta's Daring DayIridessa, Lost at
SeaQueen Clarion's SecretMyka Finds Her WayTinker Bell Takes ChargeLily in Full BloomVidia Meets Her MatchArt Lessons for BessFour Clues for RaniTrill Changes Her TuneTink in a Fairy FixRosetta's Dress MessAdd a photo for this gallery Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless
otherwise stated. Great books! We have been reading these to our first grader as bedtime chapter books for over a year now. She is currently reading in the middle/end of the 2nd world. I'm not sure she could read these on her own yet (I tend to think the length/complexity can be a little daunting), but
she's been loving to have us read them to her. Because it has taken a lot to search for me to find out exactly which books are in each set (at this point they are not all listed here individually), I thought I would try to save some other trouble: It looks (based on publishing dates) that Fairy Dust and Quest for
the Egg (Disney Fairies) start this series. It is NOT included in any of the box sets. I know that references to this book are mentioned in at least some of the books in the box sets. Tales From Pixie Hollow 4 copy Box Set:The Trouble with TinkVidia and the Fairy CrownBeck and the Great Berry BattleLily's
Pesky Plant Tales From Pixie Hollow 2 :Rani and the Mermaid LagoonFira and the Full MoonA Masterpiece at BessPrilla and the Butterfly LieIt also looks like fairy haven Quest for the Wand fits between the box set #2 and the box set #3, at least based on publication dates. I don't know if there are
references to it in the later books, or how it really fits in the series yet - I'll try to remember to update when we've read so far!). It is also not included in any of the sets, but is separate, just like _Fairy Dust and Quest for the Egg_ kicking things off. Tales From Pixie Hollow Collection #3 Box Set Box Set:
Tink, North of NeverlandBeck Beyond the SeaDulcie's Taste of MagicSilvermist and Ladybug CurseTales From Pixie Hollow Collection #4:Fawn and the Mysterious TricksterIridessa, Lost at SeaRosetta's Daring DayQueen Clarion's SecretComing 6/1/2010 - Another Gail Carson Levine addition: Fairies
and the Quest for Never Land (Disney Fairies) I'm willing to bet that there will be another box put out before too long (early 2011, maybe?) as there are other individual books being published now: Myka Finds Its Way (A Stepping Stone Book (TM)) (Jan 2010) Lily in Full Bloom (A Stepping Stone
Book(TM)) (May 2010) Vidia Meets Her Battle (Disney Chapters) (September 2010) Four Clues for Rani (Disney Fairies) (A Stepping Stone Book (TM)) (Jan 2011)Hope it saves some time and effort! To create a series or add a work to it, go to a work page. The Common Knowledge section now contains
a Series field. Enter the name of the series to add the book to it. Works can belong to more than one series. In some cases, as with the Chronicles of Narnia, disagreements about order require the creation of more than one series. Tip: If the series has an order, add a number or other description to
parentheses after the series title (e.g., Chronicles of Prydain (book 1)). By default, it is sorted by the number, or alphabetically if there is no number. To force a specific order, use | to share the number and description. So, (0|prequel) sorts by 0 under the label prequel. What's not a series? The series was
designed to cover groups of books generally understood as such (see Wikipedia: Book series). Like many concepts in the book world, the series is a somewhat fluid and contentious notion. A good rule of thumb is that the series has a conventional name and is deliberate creations, from the author or
publisher. For now, avoid forcing the problem of only lists of works that have an arbitrarily shared characteristic, such as related to a specific location. Avoid series that cross writers, unless the writers were or became aware of the series identification (eg., avoid lumping Jane Austen with her continuators).
Also avoid publisher series unless the publisher has a real monopoly over the works in question. So, Dummie's guides are a variety of works. But the Loeb Classical Library is a series of editions, not of works. Lily has a talent for making things grow. So when ... Fira is a Light-talent fairy, like fist ... Messy,
creative Bess is absolutely delighted to create... Beck can't help but wonder what's outside Pixie... Poor Dulcie! After the overworked baking fairy... Myka can see a ant carrying a crumb in a distant... This thriving good story is the 18th. This fast-paced story of Vidia and Wisps rivalry ... When a new art
talent name Scarlett arrives,... For two weeks, Pixie Hollow has been in a terrible... Trill is tall, shy and difficult. Only music does ... Tink's Fairy Fix is the 22nd year in a while. Rosetta's Dress Mess is the 23rd largest in the world. Great books! We have been reading these to our first grader as bedtime
chapter books for over a year now. She is currently reading in the middle/end of the 2nd world. I'm not sure she could read these on her own yet (I tend to think the length/complexity can be a little daunting), but she's been loving to have us read them to her. Because it has taken a lot to search for me to
find out exactly which books are in each set (at this point they are not all listed here individually), I thought I would try to save some other trouble: It looks (based on publishing dates) that Fairy Dust and Quest for the Egg (Disney Fairies) start this series. It is NOT included in any of the box sets. I know that
references to this book are mentioned in at least some of the books in the box sets. Tales From Pixie Hollow 4 copy Box Set:The Trouble with TinkVidia and the Fairy CrownBeck and the Great Berry BattleLily's Pesky Plant Tales From Pixie Hollow 2 :Rani and the Mermaid LagoonFira and the Full MoonA
Masterpiece for BessPrilla and the Butterfly LieDD Seems that Fairy Haven and the Quest for the Wand fits between box set #2 and box set #3, at least based on publication dates. I don't know if there are references to it in the later books, or how it really fits in the series yet - I'll try to remember to update
when we've read so far!). It is also not included in any of the sets, but is separate, just like _Fairy Dust and Quest for the Egg_ kicking things off. Tales From Pixie Hollow Collection #3 Box Set Box Set: Tink, North of NeverlandBeck Beyond the SeaDulcie's Taste of MagicSilvermist and Ladybug
CurseTales From Pixie Hollow Collection #4:Fawn and the Mysterious TricksterIridessa, Lost at SeaRosetta's Daring DayQueen Clarion's SecretComing 6/1/2010 - Another Gail Carson Levine addition: Fairies and the Quest for Never Land (Disney Fairies) I'm willing to bet that there will be another box
put out before too long (early 2011, maybe?) as there are other individual books being published now: Myka Finds Its Way (A Stepping Stone Book (TM)) (Jan 2 10) Lily in Full Bloom (A Stepping Stone Book (TM)) (May 2010) Vidia Meets Her Battle (Disney Chapters) (September 2010) Four Clues for
Rani (Disney Fairies) (A Stone Book(TM)) (January 2011)Hope it saves some time and effort! Effort!
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